BEST PRACTICE

NEW-WAVE

Restructuring
In the 1980’s the goal of restructuring was to cut costs and create

greater efficiencies. While companies benefited, the shareholder
was often left out. Now the goal is to create value for stockholders.
Here is how it can be done.

By Gary Neilson and Deven Sharma
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H E N T O D AY ’ S C O R P O R AT E

lead-

ers rely on some key lessons
from the late 1980’s and early
1990’s, they will be better
equipped to guide their com-

panies through the challenges of the

late 1990’s and the new millennium.

We believe that learning from the past
will help companies ride the new wave
of restructuring toward a more competitive and profitable future.
What is still true? Business-asusual is not an option. Entire businesses must change, not just one unit

...............................
Gary Neilson is a senior vice president with Booz-Allen & Hamilton in Chicago. In his 18 years with the firm, he has focused on helping
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Mr. Neilson holds an M.B.A. from Columbia University. Deven Sharma is a vice president with Booz-Allen & Hamilton, working extensively
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or functional group. Commitment to

business activity and make the cor-

strengthen the company’s core busi-

change, from the chief executive offi-

poration more competitive. John H.

nesses and improve ConAgra’s prof-

cer on down, is a top priority.
Having said that, new-wave re-

Bryan, chairman and chief executive

itability.” Beyond that, the company

officer, said the strategy “will signifi-

said, the actions will help “streamline

structuring for the late 1990’s differs

cantly reduce the capital demands on

the company’s production base, im-

markedly from the old wave. While

our company, enhance our competi-

prove efficiency and make ConAgra

costs remain important factors in

tiveness and let us focus even more

more competitive in the marketplace.”

new-wave restructuring, companies

sharply on our mission of building

Similar actions have been taken

today are focusing on key strategic

brands.”

goals that will strengthen the entire or-

3. The Whirlpool

ganization’s competitive position, pro-

Corporation, setting its

mote profitable growth and create

sights on extending the

shareholder value. These companies

company’s global lead-

recognize that the benefits of lower

ership in major home

costs and improved profitability are

appliances, is also in

easier to achieve when all parts of the

the process of funda-

organization are moving in the same

mentally changing the

direction. New-wave restructuring in-

economics of its busi-

cludes changes to the overall busi-

ness structure world-

nessmodel,notjustthecoststructure.

wide. The plan: to close

There are a number of examples

various manufacturing

of new-wave restructuring drawn from

and service facilities in

recent press accounts:

Asia and Europe, re-

1. The H. J. Heinz Company sliced

structure joint-venture

off some of its products to refocus on

relationships in Asia

the strategic priorities embodied by

and leave the financing

Companies
today are
focusing on key
strategic goals
that will
strengthen
the entire
organization s
competitive
position, promote
profitable growth
and create
shareholder value.

what it calls Project Millennia. Senior

business.

management says the company is fo-

Whitwam,

cusing on fewer core categories and

and chief executive of-

shedding the other businesses from

ficer, says the moves “will better posi-

David

R.

chairman

by the Campbell Soup
Company, the Monsanto
Company and the Chase
Manhattan Corporation.
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
We studied hundreds of
companies to determine
best practices for newwave restructuring and
the impact of restructuring on shareholders.
The stock-price variation around the time
of

restructuring

an-

nouncements for six
sample companies —
Campbell,

ConAgra,

Heinz, Procter & Gamble,

Sara

Lee

and

Whirlpool — reveals

that the impact of restructurings can

its portfolio. Why? “To deliver the 21st

tion the company for improved busi-

be significant. These six sample com-

century early and produce unprece-

ness performance in the short term

panies exhibited key elements of best

dented competitive strength to ride

and strengthen the company’s capac-

practices in the execution of their re-

the global growth wave in terms of

ity to continue to grow its global lead-

structurings.

brand growth, financial performance

ership position in the future.”

and enhanced shareholder value,” the
company says.

Clearly, a number of factors influ-

4. ConAgra Inc.’s plan is almost

ence stock-price fluctuations. To over-

surgical as it was first described: to

come that, we aggregated the stock-

2. The Sara Lee Corporation,

close or significantly reconfigure 29

price performance of our sample

which makes, markets and distributes

production plants, exit or restructure

companies and compared the result

packaged food, consumer goods and

nine smaller businesses and reduce

with the Standard & Poor’s 500 index.

household and personal-care prod-

the company’s work force by about

For the month following the

ucts in more than 140 countries, is giv-

6,600 employees, or 7 percent of its

restructuring announcements, in-

ing itself three years to tightly focus its

total work force. The target? “To

vestors bid up the stock prices of
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EXHIBIT I
THE SHORT-TERM IMPACT ON STOCK PRICE VALUATION
CAN BE SIGNIFICANT…

the companies well above the rise in
the S&P 500. (See Exhibit I.) At that
point, the impact of the restructuring
announcements might be expected to
taper off, but when the restructurings
began to look effective, the stock
prices continued to climb. (See Exhibit II.)
Higher stock prices, of course,
translate directly into greater market
capitalization and enhanced shareholder value. In our analysis, we saw
the market capitalization rising: an initial burst of 5 percent within a week after the restructuring announcement
and 26 percent within eight months.
This burst may even begin before the
announcement, when the company
begins to discuss its ideas with finan-

Note: Consolidated stock-price variations of six sample companies versus the S&P 500.

cial analysts. Clearly, Wall Street likes

Source: Dow Jones Quote Service, Booz-Allen & Hamilton

restructuring. It immediately rewards
companies that announce farsighted
and coherent restructuring plans and

EXHIBIT II
…AND CAN BE MAINTAINED INTO THE FUTURE

holds the values months later if the restructuring plans are implemented
well.
IT BETTER BE REAL
The jump in stock prices just from
the announcement of a restructuring
might get some companies’ public
relations departments cranked up
faster than their line operations. But
thanks to significant accounting-rule
changes, gone are the days when companies could take large charges for restructuring without working out how
the charges would actually be used.
Restructuring today requires more
preparation and advance decisionmaking from company leaders.

Note: Consolidated stock-price variations of six sample companies versus the S&P 500.

Stiffer compliance with accounting rules puts significant pressure on

Source: Dow Jones Quote Service, Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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companies to live up to their promises of greater performance, increased

EUROPEAN CHALLENGES

efficiency and cost savings. The implication: Restructuring for the late
1990’s had better be real, with real results. Consequently, corporate America has begun to recognize the potential positive impact of new-wave
restructuring and the importance of

E

uropean companies, too, are

Thus, the starting point for

finding it necessary to contin-

European restructuring requires

ually refocus their organiza-

shifting from a country-specific

tions for improved growth and

“portfolio”approachtobusiness,

greater shareholder value. Even

to trying to draw maximum

though they benefit from fol-

leveragefrom a s e r i e so fd i s-

ican businesses provides a broader ar-

lowing the key lessons and best

parate operations. The next step

ray of restructuring options, including

effectively communicating results.
Increasing globalization of Amer-

practices discussed here, they

is moving to a Europe-wide “op-

whether to continue expanding or im-

face a number of unique and

erating approach” to business.

proving the performance of current

difficult challenges.

investments. The extended enterprise, in which a company owns various parts of a supply chain, brings further options. Still, there are some
concerns closer to home. Boards of directors are increasingly focused on
shareholder value, and have begun

For instance, European restructurings, which are typically

Some forward-thinking
companies have tried to shift
from country-based operations

broader in scope than their

to broader approaches, such as

counterparts in the United

regional or category-based orga-

States, are more difficult to im-

nizations. This involves building

plement for reasons related to

Europe-wide sales and market-

linking compensation more closely to

company heritage and local

ing organizations, manufactur-

stock prices. One side effect is the re-

laws. More specifically, within

ing capability, distribution

duction in the collective wisdom and

individual European countries

systems and shared administra-

experience caused by an increased

many multinationals operate

tive services.

turnover rate for chief executive offi-

largely with vertically integrated

cers and senior management.

operations, which often include

national approach is often

country-specific units that have

viewed by the country manager

joined the company through

as an affront to the manager’s

acquisition.

authority. Quite understandably,

BEST PRACTICES
There simply is not a one-size-fits-all
approach to successful restructuring.
Call them lessons from the school of
hard knocks or just best practices,
many corporate leaders are studying

Very often, these units were

However, any move from a

shifting manufacturing or ac-

acquired to enhance the parent

counting to another country is

company’s distribution capability

seen as a threatening loss of

in a given country. More fre-

power. The underlying truth is

quently than not, these acquired

that such simplifications actually

any company’s needs. Some of these

units continue to operate semi-

help a country manager focus on

concepts relate to fostering change

autonomously, with their own

sales, marketing and new prod-

four concepts to find an easy-to-follow
action plan that can be modified to fit

within an organization, and others re-

product lines, information tech-

uct development and are often

late to the critical skill of communi-

nology, organizational structure

the heart of success.

cating effectively with employees and

and company culture.

external audiences such as analysts
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and investors. But all of them can cercomplicate or even threaten the

offset by the higher transporta-

restructuring process in Europe.

tion costs associated with ship-

Integrating operations often ap-

ping products over longer dis-

pears much simpler than it really

tances and across borders.

is. Newly acquired operating

Finally, unique and ever-

tainly steer a company toward a successful new-wave restructuring and
toward improved results.
The four basic concepts, derived
from our study of hundreds of restructuring companies, are:

units often have more differ-

changing tax issues come into

ences than similarities in the way

play in European restructurings.

they do business. This is especial-

Modifying the structure of a le-

ly true regarding product lines,

gal entity, for example, can have

on the future and explain restruc-

information technologies, mea-

significant tax implications. Al-

turing in that context.

surement systems, currencies and

though the European Union is

reward processes. Pulling opera-

trying to limit tax-rate differ-

sonnel reductions, business-unit re-

tions together requires standard-

ences, the opportunity exists to

alignment, etc.) but prepare the

ization of processes and, to some

create effective tax shelters by

business for these actions prior to

extent, information systems.

relocating a headquarters opera-

This creates a need for large-

tion to the Netherlands, Switzer-

scale change management and

land, the Spanish Basque region

investment. Language and intra-

or other sites.

European rivalries also present
barriers.
Restructuring in Europe also

1. Focus on tangible and significant
change in the restructuring.
2. Establish a unifying theme focused

3. Detail the actions to be taken (per-

their announcement.
4. Make sure that an adequate program is in place to manage and
achieve implementation and deliver on promised results.

A second tax issue dealing
with the changing nature of

A CLOSER LOOK

trade might negate valuable tax-

Each of these concepts is designed to

takes longer and is more costly

loss carryforwards, and Euro-

build the crucial support and mo-

than in the United States. Per-

pean companies must contend

mentum for the restructuring. This be-

sonnel reductions, for instances,

with tax-deductibility disal-

comes clearer when we take a closer

require compliance with stricter

lowances at the country level.

look at the rationale and distinct ac-

government regulations (for ex-

For all these reasons, compa-

tion items within each concept.

ample, the Netherlands does not

nies in Europe face a series of

allow a profitable plant to be

tsunami-sized waves that compli-

closed without government ap-

cate the restructuring process.

proval). And because govern-

New-wave restructuring can be

mental bodies, trade unions and

done in Europe, however, and

internal works councils are in-

rest assured that companies will

volved in the process, it takes

take the plunge. Because of the

longer to reduce personnel.

additional hurdles, it is all the

making small adaptations to meet the

more imperative for European

daily challenges of an increasingly

costly in Europe. Shifting produc-

companies to learn the lessons of

competitive marketplace.

tion to lower-cost plants is an op-

past restructurings and adopt

tion, but its appeal is generally

new-wave principles.

Plant closings are also more

1. Focus on tangible and
significant change

Naturally, this change must be above
and beyond the day-to-day adjustments every company makes. Frontline employees and mid-to-upperlevel managers are all accustomed to

Your restructuring effort must
embrace larger, more encompassing changes designed to help your
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organization refocus, evolve and
adapt. Some of these changes, though
far-reaching in effect, will be one-time
in nature.
Keep in mind that the changes
implemented must make a tangible
difference in the way the organization
operates. If the changes are not apparent to your people, they will assume
your restructuring effort is ineffective.
By focusing on tangible, significant change, senior management will
be viewed as proactive and “on top of”
the business challenges by internal
Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

and external audiences alike.
2. Establish a unifying theme

The changes you plan to make should
be packaged into a compelling and in-

EXHIBIT III
IMPACT OF ACCOUNTING-RULES CHANGES
ON RESTRUCTURING CHARGES

...............................

tegrated growth message. Employees

Soup Company and the Monsanto

appropriate expectations among man-

at every level, as well as analysts and

Company are good examples. In these

agers and employees alike. You must

investors, need to see a progressive,

cases, senior management spelled out

also build management accountabili-

integrated series of actions that will

the desire to capture growth opportu-

ty and burn change plans into your

lead the company to greater results.

nities by refocusing the resources of

budget. To achieve your restructuring

The best-received restructurings

these companies and sharpening their

goals quickly and effectively, you must

strategic vision.

first prepare the business for the ac-

have been positioned as being aligned
with strategic direction (i.e., how a
company

You should communicate clearly

tions you are about to take.

intends to seize future

and often with your key audiences,

Your change plans, for example,

growth opportunities), not as ends in

particularly employees. They must be

need to go beyond the technical ac-

themselves.

made to feel as though they are an

counting requirements. And remem-

As mentioned earlier, many re-

integral part of the restructuring, its

ber, accounting rules have become

structurings of the 1980’s were under-

successes and the new direction of

much more explicit and restrictive on

taken to cut costs. But in today’s com-

the company. A lack of steady com-

taking restructuring charges. (See Ex-

petitive environment, restructurings

munication will breed uncertainty

hibit III.)

focused solely on costs are not as well

and rumors, which can be counter-

received as more comprehensive pro-

productive at this critical time.

grams. If your rationale for restruc-

The challenge is to get as much
preparatory work done as possible
before the announcements are made.

turing is based on improved strategy

3. Detail actions to be taken

This minimizes the level of personal

to achieve future growth, both inter-

Your actions and communications

anxiety felt by employees in the af-

nal and external audiences will be

must be detailed enough to give every-

fected units as they await imple-

compelled to support your efforts.

one a clear understanding of the part

mentations. (See Exhibit IV.) Set per-

Announcements from the Procter

they play in making the restructuring

formance targets from the start and

& Gamble Company, the Campbell

work. You must build ownership and

tie the targets into new operating
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the change plan.
Procter & Gamble, for example,
announced a major restructuring in
1993 and ended its implementation
phase about three and a half years
later. Campbell Soup and ConAgra,
which started smaller programs in
1996, took two and two and a half
years, respectively, to complete implementation.
The fact is, companies today are
largely more effective at implementing
EXHIBIT IV
BEST PRACTICES FOR RESTRUCTURING

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

engineering and related change-man-

...............................
budgets quickly.
For best results, internal an-

change, thanks to a decrease of reagement efforts. Companies that have
undergone past restructurings are

managers accountable for their spe-

much more confident about launching

cific items.

broad-based programs designed to

nouncements should be made at

Execute some elements of the

about the same time as external an-

program right away. This communi-

nouncements. This keeps employees

cates a sense of decisiveness and

INTO THE 21ST CENTURY

from feeling as though they are “the

commitment.

Certainly, the restructuring wave of

last to know” your plans, which can
damage management credibility.
4. Make sure an adequate program is in place

Implementing the changes and vari-

createstructuralandculturalchanges.

This is also the right time to

the past decade made important con-

implement enabling changes such as

tributions to the competitive perfor-

those to compensation, new skill re-

mance of many companies. But re-

quirements, and career pathing and

structuring has not suddenly become

expectations,inordertomakesurethe

a thing of the past. In fact, it will con-

restructuring steps are sustainable.

tinue to be a way of life for many years

ous action items of any restructuring

As mentioned earlier, clear and

program takes time and a concerted

steady communications with both

By learning and putting to use the

to come.

effort across the entire organization.

internal and external audiences are

best practices of successfully restruc-

Even so, the most successful compa-

crucial. They are also key to manag-

tured companies, today’s senior-man-

nies manage the overall restructuring

ing expectations and preparing the

agement teams will be able to suc-

program at the level of chief executive

organization for the implementation

cessfully refocus their organizations

officer or business head to make sure

phase. Provide periodic updates to

on key strategic goals. Doing so

that results are achieved within the ex-

management, to your board of direc-

should help them create greater

pected time frame.

tors and to employees on actions tak-

shareholder value by leading their

en and results achieved.

companies toward better operational

Leaders must adopt and install at
every level of the organization a men-

and financial results.

tality of “long on preparation, quick

IMPLEMENTATION

and relentless on execution.” Stick to

Implementation of a restructuring pro-

your time line on all of the key ele-

gram typically takes one to three

ments of the restructuring and hold

years, depending on the complexity of
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That is the promise of new-wave
restructuring.
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